Cell adhesion on chiral surface: the role of protein adsorption.
Chirality is one of the basic, unique, and most appealing features of biological molecules; however, many intriguing chiral phenomena in biological world remains insufficiently revealed yet. In this research, we fabricated chiral surfaces by assembling natural chiral amino acids-cysteine of opposite configurations (D- and L-) onto gold surfaces, respectively, and investigated the adhesion of the L929 fibroblast on them. No significant differences were observed in the density of adherent cells under serum-free culture condition; while in serum-containing condition, significantly more cells adhered on the L-Cys assembled surfaces. This phenomenon suggested that serum protein might play an important role in mediating the selective adhesion of cells on chiral surfaces. Hence, we adopted both radiolabeling and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) techniques to monitor protein adsorption onto the above surfaces. The results evidently showed more proteins adsorbed onto surfaces assembled with L-Cys. We propose that the difference in protein adsorption on chiral surfaces as demonstrated in this paper might not only shed light on the ensuing investigation of bio-related chirality phenomena, but also provide a novel strategy for the rational design and fabrication of novel biomaterials and bio-related devices based on chiral effects.